The LeadNet Symposium is the annual meeting of all research leaders holding a current or future leadership responsibility in the Max Planck Society. LeadNet is organized by research leaders for research leaders. It provides a forum for common scientific and organizational issues and promotes collaborations and synergies among research leaders within the MPG.

The new organizing team assembled an exciting program which includes:

- **Get to know your section peers** - Engage with your peers and share scientific and technological knowledge
- **Boost your career** - Learn more about ERC grants and get tips from experienced peers
- **Explore the latest digital tools and services** - Immerse yourself and get hands on digital solutions for MPG researchers
- **Be part of us** - Join our community of MPG research leaders: become a maker and visionary of LeadNet
- **Eat, drink, and connect** - Network with other like-minded colleagues throughout the event

POSTER-BIRD: **FREE ACCOMMODATION FOR THE FIRST 40 BIRDS!**

**REGISTER NOW:** www.leadnet.mpg.de